Role of (chemo)-radiotherapy in resectable gastric cancer.
The prognosis of patients with locally advanced gastric cancer remains poor, despite radical surgical resection. Adjuvant therapy has been shown to improve survival and, in Western countries, is delivered either postoperatively (chemoradiotherapy) or perioperatively (chemotherapy). Debate continues as to which of these represents the optimal strategy. High-dose gastric irradiation comes at the expense of significant toxicity, and increasing efforts have focused on attempts to reduce toxicity and normal tissue doses. The development of advancing radiotherapy technologies now allows improved target delineation and coverage. However, gastric irradiation remains technically challenging and requires an understanding of postoperative surgical anatomy, patterns of failure and lymph node drainage, as well as an appreciation of the uncertainties around organ motion and filling. Ongoing trials are examining the optimal strategy in which to incorporate (chemo)-radiotherapy, as well as the addition of targeted therapies, in gastric cancer. This overview discusses the current role and evidence for (chemo)-radiotherapy, as well as the technical challenges encountered in the radiotherapeutic management of resectable gastric cancer.